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Abstract
Social media in the present time is being analyzed due to many perspectives. The analysis process contains four basic steps
so that it can study in deep and put accordingly. These four steps are ordered wise i.e. first we need to discover the data
known as “Data Discovery “and then “Data Collection”, “Data Preparation” and last but not the least is “Data Analysis”.
There are great challenges found during the “data analysis phase”. For the present scenario, seriously need to focus on the
data means what kind of data is used, what purpose to float data, what it means, what is the intension of the data. To get the
answer to those, need a structured framework for the analysis. Also, the research findings are used to help in the analysis
part which is quite challenging.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decades, Social Media playing a very

and Macy found after the analysis that Twitter data

enormous role to spread information, knowledge in

generally shows the mood of the person which swings

different segments such as in politics, social networking
sites, business, entertainment, science, etc. The main
reason to float our knowledge, our information is the
nature of human being and second most important things

based on the day and season. Social Media data plays a
critical role in Information System which are used to find
the influenced factor of the network (Susarla, Oh, & Tan,
2012).

are spreading cost which is quite low now a day as

In fact, many research papers shown the case studies

compared to earlier. Sharing information, communication,

where a large amount of data is taken, find out a pattern

put our thoughts and ideas are giving the enormous growth

based on the specific time, specific subject, specific

in social media, these data on social media where the huge

disciplines, etc. The objective of the “Social Media

amount of data entertain is called “Big-Data”. On Social
media, different types of data, we entertain such as types

Analytics” is to combine, extend, and adapt some methods
and approaches to the study of data into a deep manner so

of data like audio, text, videos, geolocations, pictures, etc.

that we can easily identify the purpose or intension of

Whatever data we upload or download or use are

uploaded data of any form. In 2013, Aral et. al has given a

categorized into two main sections. One is structure Data

framework that is used to organize social media research.

and the other is non-structured data. On social sites, all

The same thing is done by Osch and Coursaris in 2013

textual data comes under the category of unstructured data

with some new ideas. During research analysis, uses

and the rest of the data comes under the “Structured Data”
category. There are new opportunities in the market to find

specific methods to analyze social media contents. Social
Media Analytics has four steps in order wise. These are

a pattern of data based on the analysis of the social media's

“Data

contents. So that we can find the intention, motto,

preparation” and “Data Analysis”. “Data Analysis” phase

objectives of the statements or comments. In 2011, Golder,

discovered”,

“Data

collection”

and

“Data

is demanded in the present scenario due to huge amount of
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contents put onto the social media. So, this is a challenge

the research opportunities related to the Social Media

in “Social Media Analytics” which is used to manage the

Analytics. And designed a framework that has shown the

complexity of conducting data analysis. This paper is

relationship between the social –media, society and

organized in the following sections where the first section

business. This framework has multiple levels and

is used to provide the status of the Literature for the

different types of social media-related activities. In 2013,

“Social Media Analytics”, also focus the theoretical

Osch and Courser have specified their studies based on

background of this paper. In the second section, describing

the actor, artifact and the activities they examined. In

the research design and highlights the research findings.

2014, Fan and Gordon proposed a method for Social

The third section of this paper will show the results of the

Media Analytics which consists of three steps. These

proposed idea of the model for the “Social Media

steps are “capture”, “understand”, and “present”. Same

Analytics “and their impact. At last, a conclusion with

in the year 2014, Stieglitz et al. also proposed a

future aspects is presented.

framework for Social Media Analytics (SMA). This
design is approved by many of the Information Systems.

2. Literature Review
In the field of Social Media Analytics, we need to deal
with the approaches which are used to analyze the social
media contents. These contents are frequently uploaded.
Social Media Analytics contains discovery, collection,
preparation, and analysis steps described by Stieglitz et
al. in 2014.
a. Social Media Analytics
As the name of the Social Media which means that it's
open to society and support many application areas.
Even then some of the features are common due to the
huge amount of content uploaded on daily basis through
many users, organizations.
In current times, the analysis of social media contents
becomes the main research area in Information Systems.
Here, the main objective is to find and analyze the
information diffusion given by Liu in 2015 and by
Zhang & Zhang in 2016. Social media contents are used
to detect new trends or issues with existing trends. Social
media platforms provide a different source of data for
the journalism & communication fields especially in
politics where the Political parties and governments use
social media as a platform to communicate with users.
Overall we say that Social Media Analytics is a very
complex process because it handles and processes
various types of data and steps to get some relevant
results. These processes follow some standardized
framework and process model.
b. Phases in Social Media Analytics
Researchers have been developed the framework for
Social Media Analytics. In 2013, Aral et al. described

There still are many challenges where researchers need
to work such as data sources, approaches, software
architecture and data storage.
In any standard designed framework, the Discovery step
is used to uncover the structures and any specified
patterns. The tracking step that framework includes the
decisions on the data source. In the preparation step, the
original framework used to prepare data for the last step
of the framework. The last step is an analysis where we
use several methods which include mining and pattern
related techniques.

3. Challenges in Big-Data analytics
“Big-Data” on social media includes different types,
different sources and different disciplines of data. Social
media data generally include Big-Data which is also
known as a “Social Big-Data” (Guellil & Boukhalfa,
2015) or “Social Media Big-Data” (Lynn et al., 2015).
Big-data and traditional data have a huge difference
because of its volume, velocity, variety and of course its
veracity which shows the uncertainty concerning its
quality. This veracity feature uses by the researchers in
security-related issues, especially in authenticity and
integrity.
To design a new framework, a variety of data generally
influence the structure. Big-Data generally concerns with
the ethics and accessing barriers in research. Also, lack
of data and content accuracy, need to be chosen the
accurate and effective methods for the data extractions.
These types of quality concerns come under the category
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of Veracity. So in big-data concepts, it is the main

machine learning, gives the more effective output. This

criterion for the assessment. For Social Media Analytics,

analysis result of the data decides the category of the

the classification of data through the four V’s is quite

contents.

important. The Four V's of Big Data are volume, variety,

For a huge amount of data, there is a challenge in the

velocity and veracity. but at the same time, the

discovery step. There is work for the discovery in data.

classification phase is very important because this phase

There we need to work with the high-velocity, high-

is used to determine the type of data on social sites.

variety, and the low-veracity environment. For the
classification, all the articles should group under the

4. Proposed Research design
Social Media Analytics is a developing field of the
research, which is based on logical conceptualization.
Our proposed design contains two main and basic steps,

common heading. Specifically, when they face the same
challenges. So obviously they need a more detailed
analysis of the classification. Social Media Analytics is
an interdisciplinary field (Stieglitz et al., 2014). So, the

shown in Figure-1.

researchers are working on different backgrounds and
different disciplines. Every background and disciplines
have their own merits and demerits. Being researchers

First,
Uses the Theoretical concepts which are
used for the classification purpose.
This Step gives the Rough Classifications
based on basic concepts & Principles.

In Second Step, need to identify in detail
about the similarities and differences
among the uploaded contents. Challenges
is with “Big-Data”. This step gives the
synthesized result and group those results
based on some logical concepts.

need to apply some computational approaches which
give benefits to the existing social theory.
Qualitative

analysis

is

used

for

extraction

and

classification purposes. This also allows an in-depth
qualitative content analysis. Sometimes the volume of
Figure-1: Proposed design framework

In general search or analysis for the uploading articles is
first to need to search some predefined terms in the
selected datasets and then read its title to determine its
relevance. But the main issue occurs during the Big-Data

data makes things so difficult. So, the need for a
structured and efficient approach is high across all of the
application areas of Social Media Analytics. For event
detection on social media, use modeling algorithms with
some specific characteristics and unique challenges.

where need to mention or design some formulas or

6. Discussion

functions which will reduce the time of searching for the

In this paper, we have shown the objectives, challenges

analysis. This thing is also reducing the irrelevance of

which researchers are faced during the Social Media

the uploaded articles. Social Media Analytics is

Analysis. The steps concerned with that analytics are

specifically prominent for the datasets. For the potential

quite not easy for processing. There are plenty of

relevance of the search, the discovery, collection and/or

challenges in each level of the work, and they all need to

preparation phases must work independently so that the

be addressed properly to get success in this work. There

Data Analysis phase can work more effectively. We

we all as researchers need to pay more attention to each

should also use the backward search technique for the

level of the analysis in terms to identify the type of data,

feedback or find confirmed output. During all these

the meaning of the data, the intention of the data. The

steps, just need to specify criteria of the contexts which

four V’s approach of the Big-Data Literature shown the

generally cited frequently.

biggest challenge related to the data. Specifically, with
the “Volume of the Data”. All of the data uploaded are

5. Research Findings
The systematic execution for searching through the
search terms with all the possible combinations of
“AND” and “OR” in the predefined data sets. During the
process, search query, relevant with the specific methods
for the extraction, classification based on the concept of

not relevant enough so filtering the data and detection of
relevant data can have done through some advanced
detection algorithms. On the next stage, play with the
types of data. Once social media entertains varieties of
data, which again a complicated task for the collection
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and finds its types. So, need to identify some
sophisticated software architectures.

7. Conclusion
Social Media Analytics is new research area as well as
an interesting too because there we can find type of data,
its intension, meaning to post that data etc. So there is a
vast scope to develop new and effective system for the
identification and understanding the social media. This
paper is designed for the presenting basic overview, the
objective of the Social Media Analytics, related
challenges during the analysis of the contents. It was also
found

the

conceptual

process

where

discovery,

collection, preparation, and analysis phases are required
to fulfil the base requirement of the analysis. Also, this
paper presents some solutions to the challenges which
were relevant to the research.
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